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demand for electric power and energy.
Because of the improvements made in
the efficiency of solar cells and the like,
the demand for high-performance solar

cells has increased. The spectral
distribution of the solar energy exhibits a
steep dip in the near infrared region of a

spectrum. At present, the use of the
800-nm band is widespread. A silicon cell
(P-N junction) is generally employed for

this region. However, the optical
efficiency of the silicon cell is low and

hence the cell must be enlarged.
Furthermore, the efficiency and the

service life of a silicon solar cell decrease
at high temperature. Japanese Patent
Application Laid-Open No. H3-114207
discloses a voltage detection device
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which operates on solar energy. A section
of the device
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radon and thoron. The Swedish activity
ratio method for measuring the air

concentration of (222)Rn and (220)Rn has
been used to obtain the first

measurements of atmospheric (222)Rn
and (220)Rn activity concentrations in

Karolinska's small community hospital in
Stockholm, Sweden. Air concentrations of
(222)Rn and (220)Rn were also measured
in five hospitals in Stockholm and in the

hospital in Uppsala, Sweden, by standard
methods. The radon air concentration was

measured in 1999 and 2000, and the
thoron air concentration was measured in

2000. The exposure of the staff during
individual measurements varied from 0 to
13 WLM (time-weighted average) and the
exposure of the patients ranged from 0 to
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29 WLM. The exposure of the staff varied
less between measurements than the

exposure of the patients, and the
variation between different hospitals was
less than that between measurements at
the same hospital in the same year. The

air concentrations of (222)Rn and (220)Rn
were very stable during the monitoring
period. The values obtained by different

methods agreed for both radon and
thoron with the exception of one

measurement of thoron in the hospital in
Uppsala. The measured values of (222)Rn

and (220)Rn at the hospital in Uppsala
and the Swedish geology department

were below the values obtained by other
methods. They were, however, in good
agreement with previously measured
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values of U concentration, and with the
working level of the department.We are
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are assembled. The character of Hetty

Wainthropp has appeared in three
Sherlock Holmes stories: "The Adventure
of the Speckled Band," "The Adventure of

the Retired Colourman" and "The
Adventure of the Gloria Scott." For more

on the life and career of the major literary
figure, see our biography of Arthur Conan

Doyle.Survey:
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